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Our Wheelchair Range at a Glance
Travelite Transport Chair
Travelite Transport Chair

Travel Chair in a Bag

Expedition Travel Chair

Expedition Lite T
 ransit Chair

Lightweight Aluminium

Ultra Lightweight Aluminium

XS

XS2

“No other wheelchair folds
quite like the TraveLite!”

Retail Packaging

Sturdy yet lightweight, this occasional use chair is ideal for
many situations from shopping trips to holidays.
SD2

K-Chair

Spirit

»» Attractive and lightweight
aluminium frame in gunmetal grey
»» Folds to approx 1/3 the size of a
typical folded wheelchair for easy
transportation and storage
»» Ideal for holidays, days
out and shopping trips
»» Flip up padded desk arms to
facilitate easy side transfers and
provide additional comfort

»» Multiple cross braces for
added strength and stability
»» 20cm (8”) solid puncture proof tyres
provide durability and low maintenance
»» Lightweight travel bag with wheels
to make transportation easy
»» Excellent retail packaging

Travel Chair In a Bag

Expedition Travel Chair

“Comes complete with bag as standard”
The Enigma Travel Chair is lightweight at
only 9kg (19lb) making it ideal for transportation.
»» Available in a Metallic Silver finish
»» Padded back canvas with phone
and map pockets for storage
»» A half folding back allows easy
transport and storage
»» Padded desk style armrests provide
additional comfort and allow
unhindered access to work surfaces
»» Nylon seat canvas is durable
and easy to clean
»» Lap belt for added safety
»» Parking brakes for added safety

»» Fixed 20cm (8”) puncture
proof rear wheels are durable
and low maintenance
»» 15cm (6”) front castors
with puncture proof tyres
»» Quick release swing out footrests
assist with transfers on and off the chair
»» Flip up stepper tube allows
attendant to safely mount kerbs
»» Compact design with cranked push
handles to reduce storage space
»» Lightweight weighing only 19lb (9kg)
including all components (exc. bag)

“Vivid Blue paint finish”
The Expedition chair is the latest refinement in the
Drive range of travel chairs. This model features stylish
side panels and tool free height adjustable footplates.
»» Attractive Silver finish with
a lightweight aluminium frame
for easy manoeuvrability
»» Half folding backrest allows easy
storage and transportation
»» Full length armrests with upholstered
arm pads increase user comfort and
are easy to wipe clean
»» Nylon 48cm (19”) seat and back offer
comfortable support and are durable
and easy to clean

»» 20cm (8”) puncture proof
tyres are low maintenance
»» Quick release swing away footrests to
facilitate transfers on and off the chair
»» Lap belt for added safety
»» Tool free footplate height adjustment
»» Two stepper tubes enable
attendant to safely raise front
wheels for mounting kerbs

Expedition Lite Transit Chair

“Stylish side panels”

“Our most popular aluminium wheelchair”

The Expedition Plus is our most feature rich transit chair
providing excellent practicality and comfort.
»» Attractive Silver finish with a
lightweight aluminium frame for
easy manoeuvrability
»» Arthritic friendly cable brakes allow
immediate access for attendant to
reduce speed or lock brakes for parking
»» Additional parking brakes
for extra safety
»» Half folding backrest allows
easy storage and transportation
»» Full length armrests with upholstered
arm pads increase user comfort and
are easy to wipe clean

Lightweight Aluminium

»» Nylon seat and higher backrest
offer comfortable support and are
durable and easy to clean
»» Larger 30cm (12”) puncture
proof rear solid tyres are durable
and low maintenance
»» Quick release swing away footrests to
facilitate transfers on and off the chair
»» Lap belt for added safety
»» Two stepper tubes enable
attendant to safely raise front
wheels for mounting kerbs
»» Lightweight, weighing only 11.9kg
(including footrests)

The Lightweight Aluminium Wheelchair offers a value for
money introduction to the Aluminium Wheelchair range without
compromising on quality. Lightweight and foldable with a half
folding back, quick release rear wheels and footrests.
»» Constructed from sturdy
aluminium, this wheelchair is durable
and robust, yet lightweight for
transporting (weighing only 9kg
(19lb) in its carrying format)
»» Nylon seat and back offer comfortable
support and are easy to clean
»» Chair folds up easily for storage
and transportation, further enhanced
by half folding backrest, quick release
footrests and rear wheels (self
propelling models only)
»» Upholstered arm pads increase user
comfort and are easy to wipe clean
»» Tool free height adjutable
footrest to 5 positions to optimise
user comfort and support
»» Footrests can also be swung out of
the way to facilitate transfers

»» Rear stepper tubes allow carers/
attendants to safely climb kerbs
»» Puncture proof front wheels ensure
low maintenance and longevity
»» Supplied with lap belt for
increased user safety
Self Propel Model

»» Aluminium 61cm (24”) rear wheels
with handrims and grey pneumatic
tyres allow a smooth independent
ride for active users whilst making
the chair lightweight
»» Total weight: only 15kg (32lb)
Transit Model

»» Cable brakes on rear handles
allow immediate access for attendant
»» Total weight: only 12kg (27lb)
for easy transportation

Ultra Lightweight Aluminium

XS Aluminium

“This ultra lightweight wheelchair
features a stylish new design”

“Available in the stylish
Spirit Red colour”

Crash Tested

The Ultra Lightweight Wheelchair combines
style with function and practicality.

The XS Aluminium Wheelchair has many transportation
friendly, quick release components and built in comfort features.

»» Strong ultra lightweight frame is stable,
yet very lightweight for transporting
and easily folded for storage
»» Half folding backrest, quick release
footrests and rear wheels (self
propelling model only) further facilitates
storage and transportation
»» Grey two tone upholstery offers
comfortable support, is easy to
clean and along with Silver frame
has an attractive appearance
»» Soft fabric side panels improve comfort
»» Features handy rear pocket
for storing items
»» Footrests easily adjust into one
of five positions to suit user support
requirements and swing out of the
way to facilitate transfers
»» Desk style armrests allow easy
access to work surfaces
»» Two stepper tubes enable attendant to
safely raise front wheels for kerbs

»» Choice of 61cm(24”) quick release
wheels (self propel) or 32cm(12.5”)
fixed wheel (transit)
»» Sturdy, colourful aluminium frame
is both lightweight for transporting
and durable
»» Simple folding mechanism, half folding
backrest and removable arms as well
as quick release footrests and self
propelling rear wheels allow
space saving storage
»» Footrests swing in and out to enable
transfers on and off chair, whilst flip up
armrests facilitate side transfers
»» Desk style armrests provide
additional comfort and allow easy
access to work surfaces

»» Two solid Polyurethane (PU) front
tyres, 20cm (8”) in diameter, are
durable, low maintenance and assist
with manoeuvrability
»» Long reach brakes on rear tyres
are easily activated by user or
attendant for parking
Self Propel Model

»» Spoked 61cm (24”) rear wheels with
hard wearing grey Polyurethane (PU)
tyres and low maintenance, coupled
with light aluminium rims and hand
rims increase manoeuvrability
Transit Model

»» Cranked push handles
allow compact folding
»» Cable brakes on rear handles provide
attendant with immediate access
»» Durable 32cm (12.5”) solid
polyurethane (PU) rear wheels
assist with manoeuvrability

Colour Options
Spirit Red

Blue

»» Seat and back cushions with
tension adjustment for comfort
»» Rear stepper tubes with integrated
height adjustable anti tip wheels
facilitate safe kerb climbing for both
attendant and independent user
»» Rear wheels can be adjusted
into different position
»» Solid puncture proof Polyurethane
(PU) tyres offer durability and
minimum maintenance
»» Available in two different seat widths
to suit various user sizes
»» Lightweight frame weighing under
9kg (20lb) in carry format

XS2 Aluminium

SD2 Aluminium

“Available in 3 seat widths”

Crash Tested

“For those who require maximum features”

Our new and improved XS2 Wheelchair uses a similar
frame to the XS2 Wheelchair but adds many new features.

The SD2 Wheelchair is an upgrade in both design and
features and replaces the old Drive Super Deluxe Wheelchair.

»» Sturdy, Silver aluminium frame
is lightweight for transporting
and durable
»» Simple folding mechanism, half
folding backrest, removable arms as
well as quick release footrests and self
propelling rear wheels allow space
saving storage and easy transportation
»» Adjustable desk style armrests provide
additional comfort, flexibility and allow
unhindered access to work surfaces
»» Footrests swing in and out to enable
transfers on and off chair, whilst flip up
armrests facilitate side transfers
»» Incorporated as standard are a seat
cushion, tension adjustable backrest
and push button length adjustment
on armrests, allowing chair to be easily
adapted to suit comfort preferences

»» Elegant metallic black aluminium frame
»» Double cross brace provides
added support to the wheelchair
»» Attendant or user accessible parking
brakes on rear wheels ensure
safety along with attendant cable
brakes on transit models
»» Improved footrests swing in and out
to enable transfers on and off chair,
whilst flip up and removable armrests
facilitate side transfers
»» Push button adjustment facilitates
height and length adjustable arm pads
»» Half folding back mechanism allows
easy storage and transportation
»» Incorporated as standard are
seat and back cushions and a
padded tension adjustable backrest
for added comfort

»» A one touch lap belt is also supplied
on both self propel and transit models,
providing additional stability for user
»» Long reach brakes on rear wheels give
easy access to attendant and user for
increased safety, with transit model also
featuring ‘immediate access’ cable
brakes to reduce speed whilst moving
»» Rear stepper tubes with integrated
anti tip wheels facilitate safe
kerb climbing for both attendant
and independent user
»» Chair is fitted with reflectors to improve
outdoor visibility at dusk or when dark
»» All round solid Polyurethane (PU)
tyres offer durability and
minimum maintenance
»» Available in three different seat
widths to suit various user sizes

»» Rear stepper tubes with integrated
height adjustable anti tip wheels
facilitate safe kerb climbing for both
attendant and independent user
»» Quick release rear wheels
on Self Propel models
»» Black pneumatic rear tyres
and puncture proof front tyres are
durable and low maintenance
»» Chair is fitted with reflectors to improve
outdoor visibility at dusk or when dark
»» One touch lap belt for added safety
»» Features handy rear pocket
for storing items

Spirit

K-Chair

“The ultimate in style and design”

“Adjustable suspension for optimum comfort”

The Spirit Wheelchair uses the latest in wheelchair
design to produce an elegant yet highly practical wheelchair.
The sculptured frame is constructed from lightweight
aluminium for durability and responsiveness.

The K-Chair has been developed to provide a new level of
comfort for wheelchair users. It features adjustable suspension
that can be tailored for the user and the environment thus
reducing the effects of any uneven floor surface.

»» Attractive and durable frame
available in various colours
»» One touch adjustable armrests for
easy transfers and comfort
»» Folding frame with removable footrests
and half folding back for easy storage
»» Height adjustable footrests swing
in and out to enable transfers on and
off the chair, whilst one touch adjustable
armrests facilitate side transfers
»» Stylish 61cm (24”) mag wheels
with strong, resilient and lightweight
plastic handrims
»» Incorporated as standard are
padded nylon seat and back cushions

»» Folding frame with removable footrests
and half folding back mechanism for
easy storage and transportation
»» Padded desk style armrests provide
additional comfort and allow
unhindered access to work surfaces
»» Incorporated as standard are padded
seat and back cushions and a tension
adjustable backrest for added comfort
»» Shock absorbing front castors and
rear adjustable shock absorbers for
a smooth ride and added comfort
»» 61cm (24”) rear wheels (quick release)
with hand rims, black puncture proof
solid tyres and 6 position axle

»»
»»
»»

»»
»»

and a tension adjustable backrest
for added comfort
Solid puncture proof front
and rear tyres provide durability
and low maintenance
Attendant or user accessible parking
brakes on rear wheels ensure safety
Rear stepper tubes with integrated
height adjustable anti tip wheels
facilitate safe kerb climbing for both
attendant and independent user
Quick release rear wheels for easy
storage and transportation
Available with mag wheels
(Spirit Red only)

Colour Options
Spirit Red

Colour Options
Electric Blue

Silver

Spirit Red

Midnight Blue

»» Height adjustable footrests with
new easy to use pull up handle swing
easily in and out to enable transfers
on and off the chair
»» One touch adjustable armrests
facilitate side transfers
»» Height adjustable anti tip wheels
facilitate safe kerb climbing for both
the attendant and independent user
»» Stylish ergonomic hand grips enable
safe handling for the attendant
»» Attendant or user accessible parking
brakes on rear wheels ensure safety

68cm (27”)
61cm (24")
57cm (22")
66cm (26")
62cm (25")
71cm (28")
67cm (26")
76cm (30")
72cm (28")

Lightweight Travel Chair In a Bag 19”
Expedition Travel Chair 18”
Expedition Lite Transit Chair 18”
Lightweight Aluminium Wheelchair 18” Self Propel
Lightweight Aluminium Wheelchair 18” Transit
Ultra Lightweight Aluminium 18” Self Propel
Ultra Lightweight Aluminium 18” Transit
Ultra Lightweight Aluminium 20” Self–Propel
Ultra Lightweight Aluminium 20” Transit
XS Aluminium 18” Transit
XS Aluminium 18” Self Propel
XS Aluminium 20” Transit
XS Aluminium 20” Self Propel
XS2 Aluminium 16” Self–Propel
XS2 Aluminium 16” Transit

XS2 Aluminium 18” Self–Propel
XS2 Aluminium 18” Transit
XS2 Aluminium 20” Self–Propel
XS2 Aluminium 20” Transit
Super Deluxe 2 16” Self Propel
Super Deluxe 2 16” Transit
Super Deluxe 2 18” Self Propel
Super Deluxe 2 18” Transit
Super Deluxe 2 20” Self Propel
Super Deluxe 2 20” Transi
Super Deluxe 2 22” Self Propel
Super Deluxe 2 22” Transit
Spirit Wheelchair 18” - Spirit Red
Spirit Wheelchair 18” - Electric Blue
Spirit Wheelchair 18” - Silver
Spirit Wheelchair 18” with MAG Wheels - Red
Enigma K-Chair 18” - Spirit Red
Enigma K-Chair 18” - Midnight Blue

TC002SIL

EXP001SIL

EXP002SIL

LAWC001

LAWC002

LAWC007A

LAWC008A

LAWC011A

LAWC012A

XSAWCTS18ST

XSAWCSP18ST

XSAWCTS20ST

XSAWCSP20ST

XS2SP16SIL

XS2TS16SIL

XS2SP18SIL

XS2TS18SIL

XS2SP20SIL

XS2TS20SIL

SD2SP16BLK

SD2TS16BLK

SD2SP18BLK

SD2TS18BLK

SD2SP20BLK

SD2TS20BLK

SD2SP22BLK

SD2TS22BLK

XSES18RD

XSES18BL

XSES18SI

XSESMAG18RD

XSSW18RD

XSSW18BL

28cm (11”)

66cm (26”)

66cm (26”)

66cm (26”)

71cm (28”)

71cm (28”)

71cm (28”)

71cm (28”)

68cm (27”)

63cm (25”)

63cm (25”)

58cm (23”)

58cm (23”)

67cm (27”)

68cm (27”)

62cm (25”)

35cm (14”)

35cm (14”)

32cm (13”)

32cm (13”)

32cm (13”)

32cm (13”)

28cm (11")

32cm (12.5”)

28cm (11")

32cm (12.5”)

28cm (11")

32cm (12.5”)

28cm (11")

32cm (12.5")

29cm (11”)

30cm (12”)

29cm (11”)

30cm (12”)

29cm (11”)

30cm (12”)

33cm (13”)

26cm (10”)

33cm (13”)

26cm (10”)

29cm (11”)

70cm (28”)

63cm (25”)

28cm (11”)

29cm (11”)

28cm (11”)

34cm (13”)

23cm (9")

27cm (11")

22cm (9”)

26cm (10”)

WIDTH
(CLOSED)

61cm (24”)

63cm (25”)

56cm (22”)

64cm (25”)

54cm (21”)

54cm (21")

58cm (23”)

58cm (23”)

Travelite Transport Chair 18”

TC005

WIDTH
(OPEN)

DESCRIPTION

CODE

SPECIFICATION

107cm (42”)

107cm (42”)

102cm (40”)

102cm (40”)

102cm (40”)

102cm (40”)

97cm (38”)

105cm (41")

97cm (38”)

105cm (41")

97cm (38”)

105cm (41")

97cm (38")

105cm (41")

102cm (40”)

102cm (40”)

102cm (40”)

102cm (40”)

102cm (40”)

103cm (40.5”)

104cm (41”)

104cm (41”)

104cm (41”)

104cm (41”)

104cm (41”)

107cm (42”)

104cm (41”)

107cm (42”)

96cm (38”)

106cm (42”)

95cm (37")

95cm (37")

104cm (41”)

97cm (38”)

LENGTH (INC
FOOTRESTS)

98cm (39”)

98cm (39”)

91cm (36”)

91cm (36”)

91cm (36”)

91cm (36”)

96cm (38”)

92cm (36”)

96cm (38”)

92cm (36”)

96cm (38”)

92cm (36”)

96cm (38”)

92cm (36”)

95cm (37”)

93cm (37”)

95cm (37”)

93cm (37”)

95cm (37”)

93cm (37”)

94cm (37”)

92cm (36”)

94cm (37”)

92cm (36”)

96cm (38”)

93cm (37”)

96cm (38”)

93cm (37”)

92cm (36”)

90cm (35”)

96cm (38")

97cm (39")

90cm (35”)

93cm (37”)

HEIGHT

45cm (18”)

45cm (18”)

45cm (18”)

45cm (18”)

45cm (18”)

45cm (18”)

55cm (22")

55cm (22")

50cm (20")

50cm (20")

45cm (18")

45cm (18")

40cm (16")

40cm (16")

50cm (20”)

50cm (20”)

45cm (18”)

45cm (18”)

40cm (16”)

40cm (16”)

50cm (20”)

50cm (20")

45cm (18”)

46cm (18”)

50cm (20”)

50cm (20”)

42cm (17”)

42cm (17”)

46cm (18”)

46cm (18”)

46cm (18”)

46cm (18”)

48cm (19”)

46cm (18”)

SEAT
WIDTH

42.5cm (17”)

42.5cm (17”)

40cm (16”)

40cm (16”)

40cm (16”)

40cm (16”)

40cm (16")

40cm (16")

40cm (16")

40cm (16")

40cm (16")

40cm (16")

40cm (16")

40cm (16")

43cm (17”)

43cm (17”)

43cm (17”)

43cm (17”)

43cm (17”)

43cm (17”)

40cm (16”)

43cm (17”)

40cm (16”)

43cm (17")

39cm (16”)

40cm (16”)

39cm (16”)

40cm (16”)

40cm (16”)

40cm (16”)

40cm (16")

40cm (16")

39cm (15”)

42cm (16.5”)

SEAT
LENGTH

48cm (19”)

48cm (19”)

48cm (19”)

48cm (19”)

48cm (19”)

48cm (19”)

49cm (20”)

49cm (20”)

49cm (20”)

49cm (20”)

49cm (20”)

49cm (20”)

49cm (20”)

49cm (20”)

52cm (20.5”)

52cm (20.5”)

52cm (20.5”)

52cm (20.5”)

52cm (20.5”)

52cm (20.5”)

52cm (20”)

52cm (20”)

52cm (20”)

52cm (20”)

49cm (20”)

50cm (20”)

49cm (20”)

50cm (20”)

48cm (19”)

48cm (19”)

50cm (20”)

46cm (18”)

46cm (18”)

48cm (19”)

SEAT
HEIGHT

19kg (42lb)

19kg (42lb)

17.3kg (38lb)

17.3kg (38lb)

17.3kg (38lb)

17.3kg (38lb)

17kg (37lb)

20.4kg (44lb)

16.8kg (37lb)

20.2kg (44lb)

16.6kg (37lb)

20kg (44lb)

16.4kg (36lb)

19.8kg (44lb)

16kg (34lb)

16.8kg (37lb)

15.8kg (34lb)

16.6kg (37lb)

15.6kg (34lb)

16.4kg (36lb)

16.9kg (37lb)

16.7kg (37lb)

16.7kg (37lb)

15kg (32lb)

13.4kg (29lb)

15.3kg (34lb)

12.8kg (28lb)

14.7kg (32lb)

12.3kg (27lb)

14.4kg (32lb)

11.9kg (26lb)

10kg (22lb)

8.5kg (19lb)

9.2kg (20lb)

WEIGHT (INC
FOOTRESTS)

115kg (18st)

115kg (18st)

115kg (18st)

115kg (18st)

115kg (18st)

115kg (18st)

135kg (21st)

135kg (21st)

135kg (21st)

135kg (21st)

135kg (21st)

135kg (21st)

135kg (21st)

135kg (21st)

135kg (21st)

135kg (21st)

135kg (21st)

135kg (21st)

135kg (21st)

135kg (21st)

115kg (18st)

115kg (18st)

115kg (18st)

115kg (18st)

125kg (20st)

125kg (20st)

115kg (18st)

115kg (18st)

115kg (18st)

115kg (18st)

135kg (21st)

115kg (18st)

115kg (18st)

115kg (18st)

WEIGHT
CAPACITY

Comfort, Style,
Performance & Reliability.
We understand the true
value of innovation within this
market place; and know that our
Wheelchair development will
have a direct influence on
improving an individual’s life.

Leaflet Code: LL137

All sizes and weights stated are nominal. All errors and omissions excepted.
Due to the limitations of photography and the printing process colours shown may not be 100% accurate.

www.drivemedical.co.uk

